
Brewing Specifications

Style: American Pale Ale/IPA

Color: Golden Amber

�Alcohol�Content: 6.8% by volume 

Packaging: 6/4 12oz, 12/22oz bottles 

IBUs: 70 

Hops�Used: Columbus and Cascade 

 Fermentables�Used:��White sorghum 

syrup and molasses

Original�Gravity: 1.061 

Plato: 15.5°

Distributor:�

Price�per�12�oz�case:�

Price�per�22�oz�case:��

“���To�be�Steadfast�means��
to�push�forward,�to�avoid��
compromise,�and�to�ENDURE.��
To�do�whatever�it�takes�to��
get�from�point�A�to�point�B.��
That’s�what�it�takes�to�live��
a�Gluten-Free�lifestyle,�and��
that’s�how�we�approached��
the�creation�of�our�beer!”

�
�–�����Jeremy�Hosier,��
Co-owner�of�Steadfast

“���The�problem�with�most��
Gluten-Free�beer�is�that�it��
doesn’t�resemble�beer.��
Weak�flavors,�no�head��
retention—we're�proud�to��
say�that�Steadfast�delivers��
the�beer�experience,�through��
and�through.�Making�a��
REAL�BEER�without�gluten��
has�inspired�our�slogan:��
Welcome�back�to�beer.�™”�

�–�����Mark�Crisafulli,��
Co-owner�of�Steadfast

100% 
NATURALLY 

GLUTEN-FREE!

HONEST, HIGH-QUALITY 
CRAFT BEER:

THE BEST IN ITS CLASS!

G L U T E N - F R E E

24/12 oz Bottle  
Mother Carton 12 oz Bottle

12 oz Bottle
4 Pack

12/22 oz Bottle  
Mother Carton22 oz Bottle



STEADFAST:�adj.—fixed�in�direction,� �
firm�in�purpose,�unwavering.

THANK�YOU�for�your�support—�
you�have�ours.� �

Together,�we’re�Steadfast!

What�is�Gluten-Free�Beer?
Gluten is a protein found in the grains barley, wheat, and rye.  
Therefore, Gluten-Free Beer is beer brewed without the use of any  
of those three grains. Some brewers falsely market barley beers  
as “Gluten-Free” after having removed the beer’s gluten with  
a special enzyme. The TTB forbids this practice, and Steadfast does 
not engage in it. Our beers are Gluten-Free because they are made 
with Gluten-Free ingredients! We brew with sorghum (a cereal grass 
with thousands of years of history), molasses, honey, hops, and 
spices. Who knows what will be in our next beer? Trust us that we’ll 
stick to truly Gluten-Free ingredients!

People who follow a Gluten-Free diet, by choice or necessity, 
include those with Celiac Disease, gluten intolerance, Crohn’s 
Disease, or a holistic/athletic lifestyle. The Paleo diet and Crossfit 
exercise program both emphatically suggest a Gluten-Free lifestyle.

The vast majority of beer contains  
gluten, as barley is a main ingredient in  
nearly all beer; wheat and rye can be  
found in quite a few as well.

Gluten-Free food, and now beer, are  
on a rampant growth pace. In an  
underserved market driven almost  
exclusively by consumer demand,  
Steadfast is poised to lead the category  
with quality and flavor. We make  
“Gluten-Free Beer For Beer Geeks!" 

Steadfast�=�Quality�+�Value
QUALITY: At 6.8% alcohol by volume,  
Sorghum Pale Ale is stronger than  
nearly all of its competition. Despite its  
strength, this ale does not overwhelm.  
On the contrary, each sip beckons the  
next. Enjoy its golden-amber color as  
you become engulfed in hop aroma  
that simply did not exist in Gluten-Free  
beer until Steadfast came along.

The bold and bracing characteristics of our first ale, coupled with  
its hefty alcohol content help make it a satisfying choice for wine 
and spirit drinkers whose lifestyle has caused them to give up on 
beer—until now!

VALUE:  Steadfast beers are available in 22oz bottles and  
4-pack 12oz bottles. A bomber provides the consumer with a  
great opportunity to sample or try our products; it’s also a great 
single-serve size and perfect for splitting with a friend or significant 
other. Our 4-packs are priced competitively with our competition; 
the value we offer is in quality. 

STEADFAST: No matter their reason for being on a Gluten-Free diet, 
Steadfast customers can rest assured that our product contains less 
than 20ppm (parts-per-million) of gluten, the national standard set 
forth by the FDA. We have ultra-high standards of quality and our 
brewing team maintains rigorous practices to avoid cross  
contamination. Each batch is tested by the Siebel Institute via  
White Labs (the QC leader of the beer industry) for optimally low 
gluten levels. We keep a record of every batch’s test results  
should verification be needed.

Why�Steadfast?
Steadfast is part of two rapidly growing beer categories: Craft and 
Gluten-Free. Ciders have been leading the charge for a few years, but 
Gluten-Free drinkers want more beer! What we bring to the table is a 
portfolio of honest, well-made craft beers. Consumers who embraced 
craft beer as part of their lifestyle before becoming Gluten-Free have a 
void in their lives that cannot be filled by mediocre beer! We have what 
our competitors don’t: flavor, balance, complexity, and a passionate 
approach to making great beer!

Steadfast Sorghum Pale Ale embodies what American Craft Beer 
enthusiasts love about beer: HOPS! The generous hopping rate in our 
flagship brew lends grassy and citrusy flavor notes reminiscent of the 
best American IPAs. Our sorghum and molasses provide a semi-sweet 
backdrop that mingles perfectly with the zing of our 70 IBUs!  Brace for 
the best in bitter —Steadfast Sorghum Pale Ale has a lot—but it doesn’t 
have gluten!

EMAIL STEADFASTBEER@GMAIL.COM } CALL 518.928.1435 } VISIT STEADFASTBEER.COM  
90 STATE STREET, FLOOR 7, SUITE 9, ALBANY, NY 12207

OTHER GLUTEN-FREE  
BEERS SERVE A PURPOSE...

STEADFAST IS GLUTEN-FREE 
BEER WITH A PURPOSE!

WELCOME
BACK

TO BEER!

*�Scan�with�your��
smartphone�to��
visit�our�Web�site!�

� � � ���Leader�of�the�Pack!
�����������������������������������������Our uncompromising approach to making        
                                                   the best Gluten-Free craft beer  
                                                   possible with only naturally Gluten-Free   
                                                   ingredients is both challenging  
                                                   and rewarding.
                                                   
                                                   Gluten-Free beer as a category is young,                                                      
                                                   and our prime directive is to emerge  
                                                   as the leader. Pushing boundaries while  
                                                   maintaining ultra-high quality standards  
and attention to detail requires Steadfast dedication—we will always put 
as much work into making our Gluten-Free beer the best in existence as 
our drinkers put into maintaining their Gluten-Free lifestyle.

We’re�all�about�FIRSTS.�We�came�to�market�with�the��
FIRST�22oz�bottle�of�Gluten-Free�beer.�We�were�the��
FIRST to�develop�a�custom�glass�for�Gluten-Free�beer.��
We�are�still�the�ONLY�insanely�hopped�Gluten-Free��
Beer—we’re�proud�of�our�FIRSTS.�Stay�tuned�for�more!


